How sensible is it to have
a dragon as a pet?

Class book : The Boy Who Grew Dragons

English focus question

Extracts from ‘How to train your Dragon’

Instructional text : How to trap a dragon

Maths : treasure maps, create a dragon using 2D shapes

Challenge Curriculum Nov-Dec 2018
Nearly 100 years on : why remember the post-war era of the roaring 20s?
Challenge 1: Can you wire your house?
Science : electricity.
History : the invention of electricity by Edison
(famous scientists ) and how electricity changed people’s lives in the 20s and 30s.
Comparison of lives in 1920s and today and the impact of electricty .
DT: design a 1920s
house and provide it

Challenge 6: Which people left their mark in
the 1920s?
Art : famous artists—focus on Kandinsky and Delaunay and Klee
French : follow instructions to create
your own Kandinsky masterpiece.
History, music, art, DT : famous
artists (as above), musicians (eg. Louis
Armstrong and Jazz) inventors such as Henry Ford
(cars) authors such as A.A. Milne,

Challenge 3: Do animals speak
our language?
English : classics—Dr Doolittle
French : a visit to Park d’Auxois
Language : can animals talk?

Challenge 4 : Was New York a
sensible place to be in the
1920s?
Geography and culture : Cities
- New York. Compare and contrast
with New York today.
History : New York in the 1920s. Emmigration to the USA
English : screen-play - fantastic beasts and where to find
them / Diary : arriving at Ellis Island

Challenge 5: What can we learn from Winnie
the Pooh?
English : extracts from the A.A. Milne classics
Film : how does the film Christopher Robin give us
insight into life just after the Great War?
PSHE : How wise was Winnie the Pooh?

Challenge 6: 100 years ago—a good time for all?
History : votes for women
British Values : comparison between 100 years ago
and today

DT / outdoor learning and forest school : can
we build a new home for Eyeore?

